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Perspective

A wizard
with cash
It’s hardly the most exciting of investments but meet
the money managers who have managed to make this
dull asset class sing for its supper.
Jonathan Shapiro
The greatest investor you’ve never
heard of is a man by the name of
Seth Klarman. The 55yearold
head of the $US22 billion Boston
based hedge fund Baupost keeps a
very low profile, but the returns he
has generated for his investors
have made him a star among his
peers.
An outofprint book he wrote
back in 1991 titled Margin of Safety
fetches more than $2000 on eBay
as upandcoming investors search
for clues on how he has managed
to deliver the returns that have
made Baupost the fourth most
successful hedge fund in terms of
funds gained since inception.
Anonymity is one part of
Klarman’s allure. Another is that
he’s beaten most of his investment
rivals despite leaving up to half the
money his clients have given him
lying idle in the bank.
Klarman is known to allocate
50 per cent or more of client funds
to cash at any given time.
Holding cash and charging fees
for it as a fund manager have long
been taboo in the investment
world.
“If you don’t have anything
better to do with it, give it back,” is
the standard retort of a mutual
fund manager.
But Klarman’s approach is
challenging the convention that
funds should be fully invested at all
times and suggests that it’s worth
paying fees to a skilled manager to
hold your cash and make the
decision of when and when not to
deploy your funds.
Including cash in the available
investment options is a strategy
that more successful Australian
investors have either embraced or
practised themselves for years.
“The evidence is overwhelming,”
says Lanyon Asset Management’s
David Prescott.
“The world’s best and most
successful investors maintain the
flexibility to hold cash and wait for
good opportunities. A key
advantage for us is that we’re not
forced to be fully invested at all
times,” he says.
Lanyon is a deep value
investment fund managed by
Prescott and renowned fund
manager Erik Metanomski. So far,
Lanyon has returned 48.2 per cent
(41.4 per cent after fees) since
inception in July 2010 and 24.8 per
cent (22 per cent after fees) over 12

months. In 2011, Metanomski
wrote a paper on the value style of
investing, in which he questioned
why “the vast majority of our
learned [and conflicted] financial
community continue to preach the
virtues of being, at all times, fully
or substantially invested and being
as transactionally hyperactive as
possible”.
“Individual stocks are only good
purchases at the right price – the
price you pay will generally
determine the level of future
returns generated. Buy shares in a
great company at an inflated price
and it will most likely turn out to
be a very ordinary investment,” he
wrote.
“We firmly believe that in the
absence of sufficient suitable and
compelling investment candidates
that cash then becomes the default
and sensible alternative.”
Right now, Lanyon has 50 per
cent of the fund invested in cash as
it patiently waits for investment
opportunities that it believes are
more compelling than cash.
“After 175 basis points of interest
rate cuts there is a level of panic
among investors – the buying of
yield has largely been
indiscriminate,” Prescott says.
“Chasing a few extra basis points
in yield is a foolish strategy. You
often just don’t get paid for the risk
of potential capital loss.”
But Prescott points out that, at
least in Australia, investors are paid
for waiting and parking their funds
in cash. As the banks compete
aggressively for deposits, savers are
still able to access fairly attractive
rates that exceed the Reserve Bank
of Australia cash rate.
“In Australia you are still
generating returns above inflation
from bank deposits. In the US and
the UK you don’t have this luxury,”
he says.
Another investment manager
who places importance on the
ability to hold cash is Western
Australiabased investment wizard
Willy Packer.
Since 1993 Packer, who manages
the Packer & Co Investigator Trust,
has delivered excellent returns for
investors of 13.5 per cent a year.
The Australian market returned
8.2 per cent over the same period.
Packer aims to deliver absolute
returns over the long term and says
he prefers to keep things simple by
not using derivatives or leverage.
“Investing is about managing risk
– that is, buying when things are
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cheap and selling when they are
overvalued. To achieve this you
have to be willing to buy or sell
early and then be patient,” he says.
“The flexibility to go to cash
when things are expensive is vital.”
Packer & Co Investigator Trust
had 75 per cent of the fund in cash
before the tech wreck of 2000, and
again at similar levels before the
global financial crisis.
“At market tops interest rates are
usually high so the opportunity
cost of holding cash is acceptable,”
Packer says.
“In 2000, US bonds yielded
6.4 per cent but the earnings yield
on the S&P 500 was only 3.2 per
cent. Now it’s the other way round,
you are getting 1.6 per cent on
bonds compared to an earnings
yield of 7 per cent on US stocks.
The tide has turned.”
Packer’s current focus is on
international equities, as his view
is that it is difficult to build a
diversified industrial portfolio in
Australia given that some 70 per
cent of the market is made up of
cyclical commodity stocks and
financials.
The Packer & Co Investigator
Trust is now fully invested, with
most of its 40 holdings in
international bluechip companies
such as Google, WalMart, Coca
Cola, Colgate and Facebook, a
recently initiated position. His
only significant local holding is
Telstra.
Protecting his assets against
inflation is a key concern for
Packer.
“Inflation is created by
governments and central banks,

and is a stealth tax on anyone with
money in the bank.
“In the years between 2000 and
2008 the governments of the world
were not highly indebted. Now
they are and are in the process of
printing money, which should have
a future inflationary impact.”
There’s one common thread
among fund managers with the
flexibility to hold cash: that their
clients must also be patient to
enable the fund manager to invest
successfully.
The Economist said Klarman had
“deliberately maintained a sticky
investor base composed almost
entirely of endowments,
foundations and families, which
understand his investment
philosophy and will not redeem
after a few negative quarters”.
Packer says he received very little
pushback from his investors when
he held so much cash in a raging
bull market. “Most clients
understand what we are trying to
achieve,” he says.
Klarman often refers to “the
performance derby” as investment
funds focus blindly on periodically
outperforming their peers to attract
more funds. In Australia that
disaffection is directed towards
asset consultants and research
houses as gatekeepers who direct
capital to funds that check their
boxes and demand investment
funds be fully invested.
For Packer and Prescott it plays
into their hands as they retain
what they feel is a huge advantage
– to be able to harness the power
of the investment world’s most
simple product.
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